Wind Power In Nova Scotia
Better health with wind
Several peer-reviewed studies have focused
on the impacts of wind turbines on human
health. In 2009, Ontario’s Chief Medical Examiner concluded that though some
people find the sound of wind turbines
“annoying”. She could find “no conclusive
evidence that turbines have an effect on
health.”Scotian WindFields is committed to
ensuring that none of our projects have a
negative impact on the health of those who
live nearby.
According to Statistics Canada, Nova
Scotia consistently leads the nation with the
highest asthma rates in Canada and is the
leader in most forms of cancer. These detrimental and deadly health effects are related
to our dependence on coal-fired generation
as our chief electricity source and the associated toxic emissions.
Nova Scotia’s per capita emissions of carbon monoxide, particulate matter, sulphur
oxides, and volatile organic compounds are
higher than the averages of any industrialized country worldwide.

Community Dividend
In the past, Nova Scotia’s electricity has
been supplied by a handful of centralized
power plants owned by Nova Scotia Power.
New technology and legislation allows for
the opportunity to distribute the ownership of power generation to Nova Scotian’s,
among many small energy projects. This
will bring community’s one step closer to
gaining democratic control over their energy suppliers, marking the end of an era of
monopoly ownership of Nova Scotia’s electricity.

Over the past 30 years, more than 60,000
wind turbines have been installed around
the world. Each turbine must meet strict
environmental requirements, including:
abiding by minimum setbacks from nearby
homes that limit the possibility of noise pollution.
New technologies have allowed the sound
produced by industrial turbines to decrease
substantially over the years.
Thousands of people have been living near
large wind turbines for decades, a relatively
small number of those people experiencing
negative effects.

Climate Change
The southern tip of Nova Scotia is one of
the most vulnerable areas to the effects of
climate change in the entire province. Sea
level rise presents a grave risk to coastal infrastructure, as can be seen in the Coastal
Sensitivity to Sea Level Rise map from Natural Resources Canada, shown above.
Climate change is happening at a rapid
pace. During the twentieth century Nova
Scotia’s sea level rose approximately 30 centimeters. Researchers expect an additional
increase from 70 to 140 cm over the next
century.
The province has 13, 300 kilometers of
coastline, which makes it particularly sensitive to coastal impacts. The relative rise in
sea level and more intense storms, cause
larger storm surges. This means more damage to people, property, infrastructure, wildlife, and ecosystems across the province.
By using wind power to lower our greenhouse gas emissions, Nova Scotia is helping
in the fight to curb global climate change.
The Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia is one
of the most vulnerable areas to the effects of
climate change in the province.

Electricity Cost ($/kWh)

We’re listening
We’re here to answer your questions and
find out what you think about this project.
We need your help to make this project
happen. Get in touch!
Gay Harley
902-482-4308
gay.harley@scotianwindfields.ca

Sound

The southern tip of Nova Scotia is one of the most
vulnerable areas to sea level rise in Nova Scotia

$0.500

The levels of noise intensity associated with
various everyday sounds.

Energy Security
Wind is a safe, locally produced source of
energy that will lessen our dependence on
foreign sources of fuel. Once a wind turbine
is installed, it produces electricity at a fixed
price for 20 years, as shown in the figure below. With the price of oil and coal expected
to keep rising with each passing year, wind
power offer Nova Scotians assurance electricity bills won’t do the same.
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The power from the turbine would be sold at the same price for
20 years while coal and oil costs continue to rise
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